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                                                        The Best Gym in Sioux Falls, SD

The best hour of the day.

Welcome to CrossFit FC, where strength meets community.
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                        Get started at the best gym in Sioux Falls, SD
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                                                                        Book a free intro with one of our team members.
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                                                                        Work with a coach to start your personalized training program.
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                                                                        Workout and feel better in and out of the gym.

                                            

                

            

        

                
    

    






    
        

            
                                Joining a new gym can be intimidating.



But it doesn’t have to be.

                            

            
                                                
                    Stepping into a new gym can feel like stepping into uncharted territory—new movements, terminologies, and new faces. It’s normal to feel a bit overwhelmed, but within uncertainty lies an incredible opportunity for growth. Beyond the physical transformations, it’s a gateway to a supportive community. With our expert coaches guiding your fitness journey, you’ll experience workouts that challenge and elevate your strength, endurance, and agility. You’ll never be bored with our varied workouts. Join CrossFit FC to get lasting results.
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                                workout options for everybody

PROGRAMS
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                                Group Training

                                
                                    Get moving and get inspired in our group classes. Our group workouts are constantly varied, fun and filled with energy.                                    
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                                Nutrition

                                
                                    Achieving your goals often depends on what you do outside of the gym. Hit your goals faster by pairing nutrition coaching with our workouts.                                    
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                        Our gym members see results

Testimonials
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                                    I love everything about this gym. It has been the key to getting myself back on track with overall fitness. Their tailored programs with ability to modify as needed provided the structure I was missing from my routine. The coaches are incredibly friendly and helpful.                                

                                                                                                
                                    Jesse Taylor                                
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                                    I’ve struggled with weight issues my entire life, despite trying every diet that ever existed! Now, I actually look forward to going to the gym and find making smarter nutrition choices comes naturally.                                

                                                                                                
                                    Marta Hernandez                                
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                                    Since joining, I feel renewed inspiration and motivation towards fitness every time I workout here. Their members and staff create a welcoming, friendly environment. I love the structure of the classes, it's just a great place to be a part of.                                

                                                                                                
                                    Jordan Yasso                                

                                                            

                        


                    

                

                
            

                    

    





    
        
                        Get started at the best gym in Sioux Falls, SD.

We’re here to help
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            (605) 553-1696        
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        jake@crossfitfcsf.com    
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    ADDRESS


    
                CrossFit FC

            

    
                5045 Grant St b,            

    
                Sioux Falls,                        SD                         57110            
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